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Abstract: This study presents a novel keyword-based trust management system for fog computing
networks aimed at improving network efficiency and ensuring data integrity. The proposed system
establishes and maintains trust between fog nodes using trust keywords recorded in a table on each
node. Simulation research is conducted using iFogSim to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed scheme
in terms of latency and packet delivery ratio. The study focuses on addressing trust and security
challenges in fog computing environments. By leveraging trust keywords, the proposed system
enables accurate evaluation of trustworthiness and identification of potentially malicious nodes. The
system enhances the security of fog computing by mitigating risks associated with unauthorized
access and malicious behavior. While the study highlights the significance of trust keywords in
improving network performance and trustworthiness, it fails to provide detailed explanations of
the trust mechanism itself. Additionally, the role of fog computing in the proposed approach
is not adequately emphasized. Future research directions include refining and optimizing the
proposed framework to consider resource constraints, dynamic network conditions, and scalability.
Integration of advanced security mechanisms such as encryption and authentication protocols will
be explored to strengthen the trust foundation in fog computing environments. In conclusion, the
proposed keyword-based trust management system offers potential benefits for improving network
performance and ensuring data integrity in fog computing. However, further clarification of the trust
mechanism and a stronger emphasis on the role of fog computing would enhance understanding of
the proposed approach.

Keywords: trustworthy; fog computing; keyword; security

1. Introduction

In this section, we discuss the topic’s background and the problem formulation. Cloud
computing, or simply “the cloud”, has had a profound impact on the IT industry, since
it offers several advantages to end users, such as a reduced need for initial IT capital
expenditures, more scalability, lower overall expenses, and so on [1,2]. However, as more
and more devices become interconnected, the issue of significant delay becomes more
problematic for latency-sensitive applications.

Many companies have seen dramatic changes because of cloud computing [3]. This
is particularly true given the rapid increase in the use of enormous data sets. Meanwhile,
there has been a meteoric increase in demand for private services. Cloud computing plat-
forms provide various centralized systems, but with significant drawbacks [4,5]. Inevitable,
lengthy, unpredictable delays and time-conscious services are seen with clouds and their
endpoints [6]. The stakes are high when there is a disruption in the information infras-
tructure or network connections. A privacy issue may arise here. In response, the fog
computing [7] concept was developed to help improve computation, security, and privacy
for Cloud-Edge, which is currently the industry standard.
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The proliferation of Internet of Things (IoT) devices and the increasing demand for
low-latency applications have led to the rise of fog computing as a solution for decen-
tralized data processing. However, trust and security in fog computing environments
pose significant challenges. Malicious nodes, unauthorized access, and data breaches can
compromise the integrity and reliability of data processing. Therefore, there is a solid moti-
vation to address these gaps in trust management and enhance the overall security of fog
computing. Optimizing network performance and reducing latency is crucial to ensuring a
seamless user experience in fog computing. Improving the efficiency of data transmission
and communication among fog nodes can significantly enhance the performance of fog
computing networks [8].

Gateways, routers, switches, and even professionally installed conventional servers
may all be considered fog devices [9]. In addition, fog computing is widely regarded as
an innovative green platform with sustainability and tremendous security advantages
in light of the current requirement for massive emission reduction. Several fog nodes
(FNs) are considered renewable in the fog computing system. The sites of FNs might be
dispersed throughout a wide area. The multiple FNs can function autonomously, yet in
concert thanks to a well-formulated formula, significantly reducing the stress on the data
center’s infrastructure during computing. Fog computing allows for separating or sifting
processing at the central layer between the endpoint and the cloud, which may improve
QoS and reduce costs [10]. As we will see in the following subsection, fog computing
was widely regarded as desirable to address the developing problems associated with the
Internet of Things. Fog computing was the most practical method, since it interconnected
all local devices, digital equipment, wireless access points, and the internet. Because of
this interdependence, strict security and privacy breaches, such as the exposure of client
data storage locations, the disclosure of sensitive information, and the theft of personal
accounts, are possible. Cisco first investigated fog computing to extend cloud functionality
to the system’s peripherals. Fog computing has emerged as a viable alternative to local
cloud computing, with significant benefits in QoS, latency, and geographical spread [11].
Fog computing is often regarded as a virtualized system [3], rendering services such as
networking, storage, and, most critically, computation between the client and information
center, with all the associated risks.

Edge computing relies on decentralized, self-operating nodes to ensure data are not
sent to a central server, but instead processed locally. On the other hand, fog computing
nodes constantly weigh their resources while deciding whether or not to upload to the
cloud or analyze data from various information sources. Some cloud services, such as
infrastructure as a service (IaaS), software as a service (SaaS), and platform as a service
(PaaS), may be expanded with fog computing in a way that is not possible with an edge
architecture (PaaS). While developing communication assets and processing power is
undertaken at the network’s periphery, or “fog”, fog computing may assist with this
activity [12]. In 2012 [13], a new paradigm termed fog computing (the fog, in short) was
developed to address these issues. Bonomi et al. [11] define the fog as a highly virtualized
platform that bridges the gap between cloud data centers and end devices by providing
the former with storage, the latter with computing, and the latter with networking. Data,
computing, storage, and application services are all things that may be found in the cloud
or fog [14]. Decentralization, locally processing vast volumes of data, software installation
on heterogeneous hardware [15], closeness to end users, dense geographical dispersion,
and mobility support are ways the latter differs from the former. Here, we illustrate the
connection between them using a traffic light system and explain the implications of delay.
However, the distance between the monitoring probe and the cloud server might be as
high as three or four hops in a traffic light system without fog. Therefore, the system is
challenged by network latency, and real-time choices cannot be made instantly, but with
the fog, the traffic lights become actuators and the monitoring probe becomes a sensor.

Traditional compressed video, which may experience some lag when sent from the fog
node to the cloud, is possible. A flashing ambulance’s spotlight triggers a quick decision
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from the fog node to activate the appropriate traffic signals, allowing the ambulance to
pass through without delay. The fog is a valuable addition to the cloud, but cannot be a
substitute. The fog is the subject of intensive study at various research facilities, including
ARM, Cisco, Dell, Intel, Microsoft Corp., Cloudlet, Intelligent Edge by Intel, and Princeton
University’s Edge Laboratory. The OpenFog Consortium (founded in 2015) is making
strides toward an open architecture for the fog that will allow for greater interoperability
and scalability [16]. Cisco, Huawei, Ericsson, etc., are just a few companies that provide
networking hardware, including switches and gateways. The immense potential of the fog
is shown in the current research developments.

The fog has such capabilities as proximity awareness, low latency, and edge loca-
tion [17]. It is appropriate for a situation where many heterogeneous, ubiquitous, and
distributed devices must coordinate their communication, share resources, and carry out
data storage and processing operations. The user’s fog is accessible from any internet-
connected device at any time. Smart cities [18] and health care [19] are examples of fields
where fog may be used. Moreover, it can provide higher QoS regarding reaction time and
power usage [20].

For latency-aware processing of IoT data, the fog uses network devices (called fog
nodes in this research) [21]. Fog nodes are the various components of a fog system stationed
on the network’s periphery. Fog servers are among them, along with gateways, routers,
switches, access points, base stations, and others. The computing, networking, and storage
resource allocation may be managed consistently and streamlined thanks to the fog [22]. In
the Internet of Things (IoT), fog nodes are typically the first group of processors that data
encounter, and these nodes can build a complete hardware root of trust. They may act as a
trusted foundation for all the apps and processes that operate on them and, eventually, the
cloud [23]. Without a hardware root of trust, the fog’s software i.e., iFogsim infrastructures
are vulnerable to various attack scenarios that provide hackers with a foothold. The kinds
of security features offered by the fog are predicated on the needs of life-safety-critical
systems. As a result, the expansion of the fog presents significant difficulties in terms of
security and trust. Because of its mobility, heterogeneity, and large-scale geo-distribution,
the established approaches cannot be directly applied to the fog [24].

We provide a thorough fog architecture based on the current computer architecture
with three levels [11]: the cloud, the fog, and the edge. A core network providing network
services sits between the cloud and the fog. The diagram clearly shows that the cloud is
located at the center of the network, far from any devices in the periphery. Fog infrastructure
is situated between the cloud and edge devices. The fog nodes are all linked to the cloud,
and fog nodes [8] are connected to each edge device. Further, links may be established
between fog nodes. All conversations occurring between Fog–Fog, Fog–Cloud, and Fog–
Edge are two-way.

Broadcasting, data warehousing, and extensive data analysis may all use the cloud’s
high-performance servers and storage devices [25]. The cloud is the nerve center for remote
control and administration, storing massive amounts of data and performing sophisticated
but usually non-urgent operations. Information is sent to the cloud over a fast network,
either wirelessly or via wires. If you need complete worldwide protection, the cloud has
you covered. It is a central location for storing and organizing information for future use,
and it may also perform insightful analyses.

The fog comprises a set of nodes that are all related to one another [25]. It offers
geo-distributed, low latency, urgent computation, and location awareness. Every fog
network node serves as a temporary data storage hub. Among its many uses, it facilitates
network transformation, data gathering, communication, upload, storage, calculation, and
administration. Fog nodes can handle massive amounts of data from edge devices because
they have more memory or storage capacity for processing.

The computation work should be sent to the cloud by fog nodes using various com-
munications technologies, such as 3G, 4G, and 5G cellular networks, and Wi-Fi when more
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complex and lengthy computation is required. Fog nodes connect the cloud to devices at
the network’s periphery.

In the fog, each node operates alone, but may link with others to work together. Man-
agement and collaborative processes are implemented on fog nodes to establish command
and control. Remote or local communications may be used to cooperate among fog nodes.

The periphery consists in all the cars, machines, and mobile phones that can be
identified, sense their surroundings, and communicate with one another [25]. One of the
fog nodes is linked to every edge device, and sensors and local data are abundant in edge
devices. Sending all the data from terminal edge devices to the cloud over a network is
time-consuming and costly.

As a result, connecting edge devices to fog nodes allows for handling urgent data
without its direct transmission to the cloud.

Contextual and data-dependent security threats are two examples of newer threats that
have recently emerged. Trust is widely recognized as a critical topic. Therefore, this effort
aims to compile an overview covering the security and trust concerns in fog computing and
similar architectures. Relationships between fog nodes and edge devices are greatly aided
by trust, built on the backs of prior interactions between the two sets of nodes and devices.
Due to its vital role in protecting users’ anonymity and privacy, a fog node is often regarded
as the system’s most essential piece of hardware [25]. In addition, delegation relies on the
credibility of this part, since users will want reassurance that the fog node will globally mask
their provided data and will only be used for peaceful purposes. This demands a degree of
confidence between all of the fog network’s nodes. Trust administration involves a trustor
and a trustee, and the trustor is the believing party or the party with confidence in the
trustee. When people put their faith in another person or organization (called “trustees”),
it is an example of trust in competence and dependability [26]. The directionality of trust
means that the reliability of the trustee does not indicate the reliability of the trustor. What is
reliable for one organization may not be reliable for another [27]. Objects in a network may
assess the reliability of each other with the help of trust management. To rephrase, it allows
one to determine whether or not to have trust in the party with whom contact is being
made. It permits independent communication between elements in a network and enables
the identification of damaged or misbehaving nodes [28]. Building rapport in a precarious
setting requires trust [29]. The credibility of its providers guarantees the safety of sensitive
data. Information security and user privacy can only be maintained if users have faith
in the service they receive [28]. Trust is also linked to other positive characteristics, such
as dependability, honesty, and the capacity to meet specific needs. This study presents a
two-way trust management (TTM) system grounded in subjective logic. The trustor and the
trustee take turns evaluating each other and computing trust to establish reliable channels
of information exchange. The ultimate trust value is calculated using both the direct trust
attained via one’s observation and the indirect trust attained through the suggestions
of nearby nodes. Trust computation allows the trustworthiness of a target entity to be
computed on the fly. Five aspects of design go into creating a reliable computing method:
trust composition, trust propagation, trust aggregation, trust update, and trust creation [30].
The nature of the trust will dictate what data are needed to compute trust, quality of service,
and/or social-relationship data [24]. When someone trusts a service provider, they are
said to have “QoS trust” [31]. It may be employed for trust computation, since people’s
social connections are mirrored in their technology [32]. Trust propagation determines the
extent to which trust values are saved and computed. It has the option of being either
centralized or decentralized. The trust update setting controls the frequency with which
entity trust values are refreshed. Trusts may be changed in response to events or the passage
of time. Trust composition identifies which characteristics of a trust should be included,
while trust creation explains how to bring those characteristics together. Any number
of assets may be placed in a trust. Trust aggregation involves choosing how to combine
evidence of trust from various recommenders and one’s experience. Trust aggregation
strategies include the likes of weighted sum, Bayesian inference, fuzzy logic, subjective
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logic, and regression analysis. The proposed subjective logic-based bidirectional trust
management system considers both quality-of-service and social trust data to determine
the trustworthiness of fog nodes. However, trust management is challenging to enforce
in a fog environment because of the fluidity with which fog nodes may be deployed.
Fog nodes can come from various sources, with each provider owning, operating, and
maintaining their own set of nodes. The nodes are vulnerable to corruption and rogue node
construction because of their widespread geo-distribution and proximity to end users. Trust
management in fog computing is complicated by its lack of redundancy, dynamics, high
mobility support, and low processing power of nodes [33]. As a result, fog servers pose
a risk to fog clients and other fog servers from the point of view of the fog’s clientele. To
reduce latency, increase dependability, and reduce bandwidth, fog computing is a concept
for dispersed computing that pushes processing, storage, networking, and communication
services to the edge of a network [34]. The key modules of a fog computing system’s
design are fog nodes, which might be fog servers called fog service providers or fog clients
called fog service requesters [11]. The fog clients include sensors, cars, smartphones,
smart watches, cameras, etc. Access points, set-top boxes, street-side devices, gateways,
routers, and cellular base stations are a few examples of fog servers [35]. Fog computing
offers mobility, geographical dispersion, heterogeneity, location awareness, federation, and
interoperability. Cloud computing is not being supplanted by it, and fog computing, in
contrast, is replacing it. Fog computing is particularly vulnerable to user privacy and data
security breaches due to its features and the flexibility with which it may be implemented.
Despite its benefits, several aspects of fog computing, such as its high mobility support,
responsiveness, geographical spread, proximity to end users, location awareness, and lack
of redundancy, may compromise the security and privacy of the system. In addition to
the privacy and security concerns raised by cloud computing, computing in the fog raises
new ones. Maintaining trust, which is strongly related to worries about data security and
privacy, is one of the issues presented by the fluid environment of fog computing. The
definition of trust is the degree of assurance that a person or object will act respectably.
The goal of trust management systems in the fog computing environment is to locate and
stop the functioning of rogue fog servers that are harmful to clients. Any malicious fog
node that behaves like an actual node even though it has been hacked or substituted with
a fake one by attackers or malicious users is considered a bad fog node [15]. A rogue
fog node is another name for a faulty fog node. A malevolent fog server may covertly
gather and utilize user information, provide clients with subpar services, and/or launch
assaults. We employ the trust technique to track down rogue fog nodes and security issues
in the fog network. The many hurdles and issues related to fog computing are because it is
still a relatively new study topic and is still in its infancy stage for building a trustworthy
fog environment for Internet of Things (IoT)-based applications [36]. Many researchers
have worked on fog computing security, but there are limitations in previous studies.
Conventional cryptographic solutions are not appropriate for defending against internal
attacks, such as those originating from a malicious fog that has been proven legitimate
and included in the system. Existing approaches need to be revised for fog computing
for several reasons, including the fact that it requires high mobility support, a dynamic
environment, geographical dispersion, position awareness, closeness to end users, and the
absence of redundancy, among other factors. Consequently, because trust management
guarantees both privacy and security, our contribution to this research is to handle the
limitations mentioned above. Many researchers have worked on fog computing security,
but there are limitations in previous studies. Conventional cryptographic solutions are not
appropriate for being used to defend against internal attacks, such as those originating
from a malicious fog that has been proven legitimate and included in the system. Existing
approaches are insufficient for fog computing for several reasons, including the fact that it
requires high mobility support, a dynamic environment, geographical dispersion, position
awareness, closeness to end users, and the absence of redundancy, among other factors.
Our contribution to this research is to handle the limitations mentioned above.
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The following are the main objectives of this research: to develop a keyword-based
data processing technique that can accurately classify health data into relevant categories,
minimizing data redundancy and ensuring data security; to create a trust score calculation
mechanism that can assess the trustworthiness of data sources and nodes, providing a
reliable data processing and analysis framework; to employ fog computing technology
to process and analyze health data, minimizing latency and energy consumption while
ensuring data security and accuracy; to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach
using simulation and analysis techniques, measuring metrics such as latency, packet deliv-
ery ratio (PDR), and trust score; to compare the performance of the proposed approach with
existing health monitoring solutions in terms of energy efficiency and trustworthiness, iden-
tifying areas for improvement and optimization; and to investigate the impact of varying
parameters such as workload, processing power, and arrival time on the performance and
trustworthiness of the proposed approach, providing insights into the system dynamics
and behavior. Overall, the objectives of the proposed method are focused on enhancing
the trustworthiness and energy efficiency of health monitoring systems and addressing
the challenges posed by data security and accuracy concerns. The approach aims to pro-
vide a reliable and efficient health monitoring framework to improve health-care delivery
and outcomes. The proposed framework introduces novel contributions to address the
challenges of trust management and network performance optimization in fog computing
environments. The key contribution to this work is a two-way trust model: the framework
incorporates a two-way trust model that enables bidirectional trust relationships between
domains. This model allows for more efficient communication and resource sharing while
ensuring mutual trust between fog nodes. By establishing bidirectional trust, the framework
enhances the overall security and reliability of the fog computing environment. A novel
keyword-based trust management system is introduced to evaluate the trustworthiness of
fog nodes. Each fog node maintains a table of keywords associated with trust levels.

Incoming connection requests are evaluated based on keyword matching and trust
scores, enabling the identification and isolation of potentially malicious or untrusted nodes.
This approach enhances the security of the fog computing environment by mitigating the
risks associated with unauthorized access and malicious nodes. The simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed framework significantly improves network performance
and security. It reduces latency and increases the packet delivery ratio, enhancing data trans-
mission efficiency and reliable communication among trusted fog nodes. These findings
validate the efficacy of the two-way trust model and keyword-based trust management
system in real-world fog computing deployments. Future work will focus on refining
and optimizing the proposed framework to consider additional factors, such as resource
constraints, dynamic network conditions, and scalability.

Moreover, integrating advanced security mechanisms, including encryption and au-
thentication protocols, will be explored further to strengthen the trust foundation in fog
computing environments. In conclusion, the proposed trusted fog computing framework
addresses the challenges of trust management and network performance optimization in
edge networks. The novel contributions of the two-way trust model and keyword-based
trust management system provide a foundation for secure and efficient fog computing.
This framework advances trustworthy and high-performance edge networks in diverse
application domains. The contributions of this study are:

• Presenting a novel trust management framework tailored specifically to the health-care
context in fog computing environments. This framework takes into account the unique
challenges and requirements of health-care systems, aiming to ensure trustworthy
decision-making and enhance the security and efficiency of data sharing.

• Introducing a keyword-based trust management system that leverages the proper-
ties of fog nodes and their interactions. By utilizing keywords stored in a table on
each node, the proposed system enables more accurate evaluation of trustworthi-
ness and identification of malicious or untrusted nodes before data sharing occurs.
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This approach provides an additional layer of trust and enhances the security of fog
computing environments.

• Addressing a gap in the existing literature by combining trust management with
network performance optimization. By integrating trust management into network
optimization techniques, the proposed framework creates a holistic approach that
enhances security and efficiency in fog computing environments. This integration al-
lows for more flexible and secure interactions between fog nodes, leading to improved
overall system performance.

• An in-depth analysis of network performance parameters, such as latency and packet
delivery ratio, using the iFogSim simulation tool. While the primary focus is on
network performance, the results provide insights into the impact of network perfor-
mance on trustworthiness and the need for optimization strategies to enhance overall
system reliability.

2. Related Work

In this section, we cover the existing trusted state-of-the-art fog computing. The
system proposed in [22] relies on trust to detect and isolate malicious fog nodes. Fog
computing trust management (COMMITMENT) aims to provide a system that leverages
previous high-quality service and high-quality protection history measures from prior
direct and indirect fog network interactions to assess the level of trust in fog computing
nodes (as a consequence). It was possible to detect and decrease 66% of harmful attacks
and interactions between fog nodes using the COMITMENT approach while reducing
service response time by about 15%. In [8], the authors proposed a secure handoff and
routed scheme to protect the nodes from attacks and classify each fog node based on
their behaviors. Moreover, the scheme provides a trust management mechanism between
IoT and fog layers. A new comprehensive trust management system (GDTMS), which
is currently being developed, is described in the article. In [37], the authors suggest a
two-way open-to-interpretation logic-based trusted management system that empowers
a resource requester to confirm if a provider should provide trustworthily and if the job
is correct and allows the service to maintain trust, verifying the legitimacy of the person
requesting the service. The remedy can withstand a substantial population of rogue nodes
and successfully prevent trust-based attacks. The author’s [38] research work identified
a comprehensive collection of efficient criteria for highly secured selection in a fog-based
computing environment. Furthermore, a good work decision-making technique with fuzzy
and excellent worst techniques is used to evaluate the contribution level of every metric on
trust level, considering metrics ambiguity. With a value of 0.470, the results indicate that
quality of service does have a massive effect on robust security selection. Study [39] shows
a trust management system based on fuzzy reputations limited to QoS trust measures.
This trust is calculated using data gathered both directly and indirectly. The lack of con-
sideration for the social ties between internet-connected gadgets is the primary limitation
of this study. Bao et al. [40] focused on the social connections between IoT devices in
defining trust management systems for IoT applications. To determine a node’s level of
trust, we use a variety of trust indicators, including honesty, cooperation, community of
interest (COI), friendship, etc., as well as data gleaned through personal observation and
the views of other nodes. The accuracy and convergence of their answers in performing
trust assessments are crucial to their evaluation. The emphasis in [41] is on fixing the
issue of misbehaving nodes whose traits may evolve. We see a trust administration system
that can be expanded, modified, and maintained. According to their method, the trust
management system’s scalability is ensured by persistently storing trust information for
the subset of nodes seen. The authors of [42] suggest a context-aware trust management
system for the SIoT. To successfully distinguish between trustworthy and untrustworthy
devices, context-aware QoS determines which of the three trust contexts they operate in.
In [43], the authors present a trust assessment approach based on behavior graphs and
service groupings that considers identity and other features of relationships, as well as
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the development of interactions and quality indicators of services such as availability and
dependability. In addition to these traditional measures of reliability, trust in the cloud may
also be computed using measures of social interactions, such as the degree to which people
are honest and sincere. In the health-care industry, the increasing reliance on technology
and the proliferation of connected devices have led to the generation of vast amounts of
sensitive data. These data include patient health records, diagnostic images, real-time
monitoring data, and other critical information. Ensuring these data’s security, privacy, and
integrity is paramount to protecting patient confidentiality, maintaining trust in health-care
systems, and enabling accurate decision-making. However, fog computing environments
in health care face unique challenges in achieving trustworthy decision-making. Fog com-
puting, which extends cloud computing capabilities to the edge of the network, brings
computation, storage, and networking resources closer to the data sources. While fog
computing offers benefits such as reduced latency, improved scalability, and enhanced data
privacy, it introduces additional complexities in managing trust and security. The existing
literature on trust management in fog computing primarily focuses on general applications
and needs a specific focus on the health-care domain. Therefore, a trust management
framework tailored to the health-care context must be developed to address health-care
systems’ particular challenges and requirements. This framework should consider the
latest research advancements and provide a comprehensive approach to ensure trustwor-
thy decision-making in health-care environments. The existing literature on trusted fog
computing has focused on various aspects of trust management and network optimization.
However, there are still gaps that need to be addressed. In this section, we highlight the
current state-of-the-art shortcomings and emphasize our proposed framework’s unique
contributions. The studies presented in [8,22] made significant strides in trust management
in fog computing environments. However, they primarily focus on specific aspects of
trust, such as detecting and isolating malicious nodes or providing secure handoff and
routing schemes. While these approaches have shown improvements in trustworthiness
and security, they must offer a comprehensive framework that addresses the broader
challenges of trust management and network performance optimization. Furthermore,
existing trust management systems [37–43] have mainly relied on traditional measures such
as reputation, quality of service, and social ties between nodes. While these approaches
have provided valuable insights, they often need to pay more attention to fog computing
environments’ specific requirements and characteristics. Our proposed framework takes a
novel approach by introducing a keyword-based trust management system that leverages
the unique properties of fog nodes and their interactions. This allows for a more accurate
evaluation of trustworthiness and enables the identification of malicious or untrusted
nodes before data sharing occurs. Regarding network optimization, previous research has
primarily focused on improving latency, packet delivery ratio, and overall performance.
However, few studies have explicitly explored the integration of trust management into
network optimization techniques. Our proposed framework fills this gap by combining
trust management with network performance optimization, creating a holistic approach
that enhances security and efficiency in fog computing environments. By incorporating
a two-way trust model, our framework enables bidirectional trust relationships between
domains, facilitating efficient communication and resource sharing. This novel approach
surpasses the limitations of existing one-way trust models, enabling more flexible and
secure interactions between fog nodes. In summary, while existing research has made
valuable contributions to trust management and network optimization in fog computing,
our proposed framework stands out by addressing the limitations of previous approaches.
The keyword-based trust management system and two-way trust model offer unique
and comprehensive solutions that overcome the shortcomings of current state-of-the-art
approaches.
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3. Methodology

The details of the proposed scheme are as follows.

3.1. System Model

Our system model has domains—Domain A, Domain B, etc. Each domain may have
many server nodes (ServerNode_1, Server Node_2, etc.) connected with many mobile fog
client nodes (Fog Client Node_1, Fog Client Node_2, etc.). The fog client nodes can move
and connect with any server node within the same domain and the fog server within the
neighbor domain.

3.2. Trusted Management System

Even if a multilayered fog environment may be considered, we assume a single-layered
fog environment for brevity. The proposed approach builds trust using keywords stored
in a table in each node. A table is created in each node called the node keywords table.
Tables store information on keywords that are assigned to each node. A maximum of
1000 keywords are stored in a table, and when a keyword is used for a short time, it will
be replaced using LRU (least recently used approach). Any node will have more than one
keyword, and a maximum of four keywords will be assigned. The structure of the table is
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Keywords for trust management.

Fog Nodes Keywords

Node_1 A|B|C
Node_2 D|E|F
Node_3 K|M|N
Node_N X|Y|Z

Trust Keywords Table Distribution: The distribution and storage of the trust keywords
table among fog nodes should be carefully implemented to prevent malicious manipulation.
One approach is to employ a decentralized and distributed architecture where each fog
node stores a copy of the trust keywords table. This ensures redundancy and mitigates
the risk of a single node maliciously keeping a wrong or tampered table. Additionally,
mechanisms such as cryptographic techniques can be employed to secure the distribution
and storage of the trust keywords table.

Trust Establishment: The methodology does not elaborate on how trust is initially
established between fog nodes. Trust can be established through various mechanisms,
such as a centralized authority that assigns initial trust values to fog nodes based on their
reputation or through a decentralized approach where nodes collectively evaluate and
assign trust values to each other. The exact mechanism for trust establishment would
depend on the specific requirements and design of the trust management system.

Trust Evaluation: The methodology mentions that fog client nodes’ requests are
accepted or rejected based on keyword matching with the available trust keywords table.
However, the detailed process of trust evaluation, including how the trust scores are
computed and updated, is not provided. Trust evaluation typically involves considering
various factors, such as past interactions, behavior analysis, reputation systems, and
feedback from other trusted nodes. These factors contribute to the determination of the
trustworthiness of a node beyond just keyword matching.

Keyword Distribution: The methodology does not describe how the keywords them-
selves are distributed among the fog nodes. The distribution of keywords can be achieved
through various mechanisms, such as predefined keyword assignment during system setup
or dynamically assigning keywords based on the node’s behavior and interactions. The
choice of the keyword distribution mechanism would depend on the specific requirements
and characteristics of the trust management system.
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Each server node shares the keywords table with server nodes within the domain
and outside domains. When a fog client node moves to another server node or another
domain’s server node, the server nodes check the keywords of the requested fog client
node with the available keywords table. If the keywords are compared accurately, then the
request of the fog client node will be accepted for connectivity or rejected. This way, the
server node can identify the untrustworthy client nodes before sharing data. In the same
way, the fog client nodes share the trusted server nodes’ information with the neighbor’s
fog client nodes. We assumed that all the connected links were secured for our proposed
scheme. Figure 1 presents the proposed trust model in the fog computing environment. It
illustrates the domains (Domain A, Domain B, etc.), the server nodes within each domain,
and the mobile fog client nodes connected to them. The figure visually depicts how fog
client nodes can move and connect with different server nodes within the same domain
or neighboring domains. Figure 2 presents a flowchart outlining the proposed system’s
steps. It visually represents how the trust management system operates, from initial data
requests to establishing trust through keyword matching.
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Figure 1. The proposed trust model.

Figure 1 presents the proposed trust model in the fog computing environment, il-
lustrating domains, server nodes within each domain, and the mobile fog client nodes
connected to them. It aims to depict how fog client nodes can move and connect with
different server nodes within the same domain or neighboring domains.

In the context of a fog node requesting data and the denial process, a more detailed
explanation is as follows.

Fog Node Data Request: When a fog node intends to request data from a server node,
it initiates a connection request. The request includes the fog node’s identity and potentially
other relevant information, depending on the specific system design.

Server Node Verification: Upon receiving the connection request, the server node
verifies the fog node’s trustworthiness using the trust management system. This verification
involves checking the fog node’s keywords against its own trust keywords table. If the
fog node’s keywords match the ones in the server node’s table, the verification process
proceeds.
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Trust Evaluation: The verification process is not solely based on keyword matching, but
can involve other trust evaluation mechanisms, as previously discussed. These mechanisms
assess various factors, such as past interactions, behavior analysis, or reputation systems,
to determine the fog node’s trustworthiness beyond the keywords.

Decision and Denial: Based on the trust evaluation, if the fog node is deemed un-
trustworthy or if its keywords do not match the server node’s trust keywords table, the
server node can deny the connection request. This denial can take the form of rejecting the
connection outright or redirecting the fog node to a different node within the fog computing
environment.

Because the scheme works on a request basis, any node becomes a server node that has
the requested keyword. As such, it will save time if the keyword is not found, following
which the fog node requests a new keyword. The trust is built through keywords. If the
server node has information saved in its table of request keywords, then a connection and
link are created for information sharing.

The node table is created in the application layer. The proposed scheme works when a
node requests data, then it becomes a fog node and the request moves among all nodes
in the network. The node with information becomes a server node, and then the trust
process starts by checking keyword information. If the keyword of that node is available
in the server node, then the connection is built; otherwise, the node will request a new
keyword. When all keywords are checked and none is found, then the request is rejected.
The proposed approach builds trust using keywords, avoids bad nodes, and always gives
an authentic node for connection.
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3.3. Performance Evaluation Parameters

The following performance evaluation parameters are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed scheme.
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3.3.1. Latency

Latency can be defined as the time it takes for a fog server to send a message to a fog
client in general. System failures can be detected by abnormal response times, such as high
latency and irregularity. These can be measured through round-trip time (RTT) or time
to first byte (TTFB). RTT is the time calculated when a fog node sends a packet request to
the fog server and receives a response packet. TTFB calculates the time from the request
sent to the fog server to the fog server and receives the first byte of the packet. This can be
measured as a summation of processing delay (Pd), queuing delay (Qd), transmission delay
(Td), and propagation delay (PrD):

Latency : Pd + Qd + Td + PrD

3.3.2. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)

During transmission, a certain number of packets are sent out and a certain number
were successfully received. In computing a packet reception ratio, the relationship between
data received by the top layer of receiving nodes and data transmitted by the top layer
of sender nodes is described. For data packet loss modeling in our approach, we employ
the well-known Gilbert–Elliott model, which has been around for a long time and has
been widely used by the industry. Calculating data packet loss necessitates contrasting
the connections between a good and a bad node. After that, the model’s parameters
are calibrated to match the data. The chance of transitioning from a good state into an
undesirable one and the likelihood of migrating from an undesirable condition into a
desirable state is estimated as a consequence of the outcomes of experiments conducted
in a fog computing environment. The packet delivery ratio (PDR) is calculated using
the formula:

PDR = DR/DR + DL

3.3.3. Tools for Performance Evaluation

Several simulation tools may be used to evaluate the effect of trust management
approaches on fog computing. In our study, we use IFogSim to simulate our proposed
scheme. The reasons behind choosing IFogSim are that it is straightforward to build the
fog environment in IFogSim and IFogSim fulfills most of the fog environmental setup to
evaluate the resource management and scheduling policies.

4. Results and Discussions

When using iFogSim as the simulation tool and latency and packet delivery ratio as
the simulation parameters, the methodology can involve the following steps.

4.1. Modeling the Fog Computing Network

The first step would be to model the fog computing network using iFogSim. This
would involve creating a representation of the network’s devices, nodes, and communi-
cation links. Modeling the fog computing network consists of representing the network’s
devices, nodes, and communication links. This step is essential because it provides a
basis for the simulation, enabling the simulation tool to represent the network and the
interactions between its components accurately.

To model the fog computing network, the following information is typically required.

4.1.1. Devices

A list of devices in the network, including fog nodes, edge devices, and cloud servers,
along with their specifications, such as processing power, memory, and storage.

4.1.2. Nodes

A representation of the nodes in the network, including their locations and the rela-
tionships between them, such as the communication links between nodes.
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4.1.3. Communication links

The communication links between nodes, including their bandwidth and latency.

4.1.4. Applications

A description of the applications being run in the network, including the processing
tasks and data transfers.

4.1.5. Workload

The workload includes the processing tasks and data transfers needed in the network.
Once the information has been gathered, it can be used to create a model of the fog
computing network using the simulation tool. The model should accurately represent
the network, including the devices, nodes, and communication links, and should be able
to accurately simulate the processing tasks and data transfers in the network. This is
critical to the simulation results’ accuracy and the ability to optimize the network based
on the simulation results. Figure 3 shows the keyword match percentage in the proposed
keyword-based scheme for fog computing. The horizontal axis shows the keyword index,
and the vertical axis shows the match percentage. Each bar represents the match percentage
of a specific keyword in the search query. The bar height represents the match percentage
ranging from 0 to 100%. The figure shows that some keywords have a higher match
percentage than others, indicating that they are more relevant to the search query. Figure 4
shows the keyword match and trust scores in the proposed keyword-based scheme for fog
computing. The horizontal axis shows the keyword index, and the vertical axis shows the
match or trust score. Each bar represents the score for a specific keyword in the search
query. The height of the bar represents the score, which ranges from 0 to 1. The figure
shows that some keywords have a higher match or trust score than others, indicating that
they are more relevant to or trustworthy for the search query. The match and trust scores
can be used to rank the search results and provide users with more accurate and reliable
information.
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Figure 4. Keyword match and trust scores.

Figure 4 demonstrates the relationship between keywords and trust scores in the
proposed keyword-based trust management system. It shows the match percentage and
trust scores of different keywords used in the search query. The figure helps us understand
how trust scores are determined based on matching keywords.

4.2. Configuring the Simulation Parameters

Once the network has been modeled, the simulation parameters, such as latency and
packet delivery ratio, must be configured. Latency is the time it takes for a packet to travel
from the source to the destination. The packet delivery ratio is the percentage of packets
successfully delivered to their intended destination.

Fog simulation may include various parameters, such as the number and location of
fog nodes, the type of applications or services running on the fog nodes, the communication
and networking protocols used for data transmission, the processing and storage capa-
bilities of the fog nodes, and environmental factors such as fog density, temperature, and
humidity. The simulation may generate various output data, such as latency, throughput,
energy consumption, and reliability measures, to evaluate the performance and effective-
ness of the fog computing system. Figure 5 presents a visual representation of output of the
fog simulation showing the fog nodes, the data flow between the nodes, and other relevant
information related to the simulation.
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Configuring the simulation parameters involves specifying the values for the various
parameters used in the simulation. This step is crucial because it determines the conditions
under which the simulation will be run and affects the results of the simulation.

To configure the simulation parameters for a fog computing network, the following
information is typically required.

Latency: The value for latency, which represents the time it takes for a packet to travel
from the source to the destination, can be specified. This value can be calculated using
the equation T = d/s, where T is the latency, d is the distance between the source and
destination, and s is the medium’s light speed.

Packet delivery ratio: The value for packet delivery ratio, which represents the per-
centage of packets successfully delivered to their intended destination, can be specified.
This value can be calculated using the equation PDR = (number of successfully delivered
packets)/(total number of packets sent).

Bandwidth: The value for bandwidth, which represents the data transfer rate between
nodes, can be specified. This value can be calculated using the equation B = R × L, where B
is the bandwidth, R is the data rate, and L is the length of the communication link.

Processing power: The value for processing power, which represents the ability of
a node to perform processing tasks, can be specified. This value can be calculated using
the equation P = f × V2, where P is the processing power, f is the frequency, and V is the
voltage.

Workload: The workload, which represents the processing tasks and data transfers
performed in the network, can also be specified. This can include information such as
processing tasks, data sizes, and arrival times.

Once the simulation parameters have been specified, they can be used to run the
simulation and evaluate the performance of the fog computing network. The specific
values for the simulation parameters will depend on the particular requirements of the
simulation and the metrics being assessed.

Figure 6 shows the bandwidth, processing power, and workload over a series of
simulation steps. The x-axis represents the simulation steps, while the y-axis shows the
values for each of the three parameters. The bandwidth is shown in blue, the processing
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power is shown in green, and the workload is shown in red. The plot reveals how the three
parameters change over time in the simulation. The bandwidth values fluctuate over time
and may indicate network conditions or communication protocol changes. The processing
power values also change over time, showing the computational resources available to the
system. The workload values represent the number of tasks or requests being processed by
the system, which may increase or decrease over time depending on various factors, such
as user demand or system load. The plot may be used to analyze the system’s performance
over time and identify trends or patterns in the data. It may also be used to evaluate the
impact of changes in the system parameters or configurations and to optimize the system’s
performance. Overall, Figure 6 visually represents the bandwidth, processing power, and
workload data over time and can be a valuable tool for system analysis and optimization.
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Figure 6. Bandwidth vs. simulation steps with processing power and workload.

4.3. Defining the Workload

The next step would be to define the workload, which would involve specifying the
processing tasks and data that need to be processed in the network. Defining the workload
involves identifying the processing tasks and data transfers performed in the fog computing
network. This step is crucial because it determines the amount and type of processing and
data transfers that will be performed in the network, affecting its performance. To define
the workload for a fog computing network, the following information is typically required.

Processing tasks: The processing tasks that will be performed in the network, includ-
ing processing time, data size, and processing requirements, such as processing power and
memory.

Data transfers: The data transfers that will be performed in the network, including
the data size and transfer rate, as well as the source and destination of the data.
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Arrival time: The arrival time of the processing tasks and data transfers can be
specified as a constant value or a random variable.

Once the workload has been defined, it can be used to run the simulation and evaluate
the performance of the fog computing network. The specific workload will depend on the
requirements of the simulation and the metrics being assessed. For example, a simulation
might evaluate the network’s performance under different workloads to determine how
the network responds to changes in the amount or type of processing and data transfers.

Figure 7 shows three different parameters over a series of simulation steps. It consists
of three subplots, each representing one of the parameters: processing time, data transfer,
and arrival time. Subplot (a) shows the processing time over the simulation steps. The
x-axis represents the simulation steps, while the y-axis shows the processing time for each
step. The plot may be used to analyze the processing time trend, identifying any peaks or
fluctuations that may indicate system performance or workload changes. Subplot (b) shows
the data transfer over the simulation steps. The x-axis represents the simulation steps,
while the y-axis shows the data transferred for each step. The plot may be used to analyze
the data transfer trend over time, identifying any peaks or fluctuations that may indicate
changes in network conditions or communication protocols. Subplot (c) shows the arrival
time over the simulation steps. The x-axis represents the simulation steps, while the y-axis
shows the arrival time for each step. The plot may be used to analyze the arrival time trend
over time, identifying any peaks or fluctuations that may indicate system performance or
workload changes. Overall, Figure 7 visually represents the three parameters over time,
which can help analyze and optimize system performance. The plot may also be used to
identify trends or patterns in the data and to evaluate the impact of changes in the system
parameters or configurations.
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4.4. Running the Simulation

The simulation can be run once the network, simulation parameters, and workload
have been defined. This would involve executing the processing tasks and data transfer in
the network and measuring the latency and packet delivery ratio values.

4.5. Analyzing the Results

After the simulation, the results would need to be analyzed. This would involve
examining the latency and packet delivery ratio values and evaluating the network’s
performance under the specified workload.

4.6. Optimizing the Network

Based on the simulation results, the network can be optimized to improve the latency
and packet delivery ratio values. This could involve changing the network configuration,
such as adding more nodes or optimizing the communication links, to reduce the latency
and improve the packet delivery ratio.

4.6.1. Latency

Latency can be defined as the time it takes for a fog server to send a message to a fog
client in general. System failures can be detected by abnormal response times, such as high
latency and irregularity. It can be measured through round-trip time (RTT) or time to first
byte (TTFB). RTT is the time calculated when a fog node sends a packet request to the fog
server and receives a response packet. TTFB calculates the time from the request sent to the
fog server and receiving the first byte of the packet. Figure 8 compares the network usage
and latency between fog and cloud configurations in six different trust keyword scenarios.
The x-axis represents the different trust keyword scenarios, while the y-axis shows each
scenario’s network usage and latency. The blue bars represent the network usage values
for the fog configuration, while the orange bars represent the network usage values for the
cloud configuration. The green bars represent the latency values for the fog configuration,
while the red bars represent the latency values for the cloud configuration. The plot shows
that the network usage and latency values for some trust keyword scenarios are similar
for the fog and cloud configurations. However, for other scenarios, there are significant
differences between the two configurations.

In some cases, the network usage and latency values are better for the fog configuration,
while the cloud configuration performs better in other cases. Figure 8 visually represents
the network usage and latency values for the different trust keyword scenarios in the fog
and cloud configurations. It can help evaluate the two configurations’ performance and
identify which configuration may be better suited for a particular scenario or application.

Figure 9 shows the trust scores for two different parameters: latency and packet
delivery ratio (PDR). The x-axis represents the different trust score levels, while the y-axis
shows the percentage of samples within each trust score level. The blue line represents the
percentage of samples that fall within each trust score level for the latency parameter. In
contrast, the orange line represents the percentage of samples that fall within each trust
score level for the PDR parameter. The plot shows that the trust score distribution for the
two parameters is different. Most samples fall within the lower trust score levels for the
latency parameter, indicating that the latency values are generally higher and less reliable.
Most samples fall within the higher trust score levels for the PDR parameter, indicating
that the PDR values are usually better and more reliable.
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Overall, Figure 9 provides a visual representation of the trust score distribution for
two different parameters, highlighting differences in the reliability and performance of the
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two parameters. It can help evaluate different system components’ performance or identify
areas for improvement or improvement. The figure compares the network usage latency
between fog computing and cloud computing and how it is affected by trust keywords
in six different configurations. The term “configurations” refers to various scenarios or
settings in which the network is operated. The six configurations in the figure are likely
different combinations of network parameters, such as network size, processing power,
and data transfer rates, that have been used to evaluate the network’s performance. The
“network usage latency” measures the time taken for data to be transmitted from one node
to another. It can be affected by various factors, such as network size, processing power,
and data transfer rate. The “trust keywords” refer to a set of keywords used to evaluate the
trustworthiness of the network. These keywords may be used to assess the security and
reliability of the network and the authenticity of the data being transmitted. The figure
is intended to visually represent the relationship between network usage latency, trust
keywords, and the different configurations in fog computing and cloud computing. By
comparing the network usage latency in fog computing and cloud computing, the figure
provides insights into the advantages and disadvantages of each computing architecture
and how trust keywords affect network performance.

4.6.2. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)

During transmission, a certain number of packets are sent out and a certain number
successfully received. In computing a packet reception ratio, the relationship between data
received by the top layer of receiving nodes and data transmitted by the top layer of sender
nodes is described. For data packet loss modeling in our approach, we employ the well-
known Gilbert–Elliott model, which has been around for a long time and has been widely
used by the industry. Calculating data packet loss necessitates contrasting the connections
between a good and a bad node. After that, the model’s parameters are calibrated to match
the data. The chance of transitioning from a good state into an undesirable one and the
likelihood of migrating from an undesirable condition into a desirable state are estimated as
a consequence of the outcomes of experiments conducted in a fog computing environment.
The packet delivery ratio (PDR) is calculated using the formula:

PDR =
DR
DR

+ DL

Figure 10 shows the relationship between latency and packet delivery ratio (PDR).
The x-axis represents the latency values, while the y-axis shows the PDR values for each
corresponding latency value. Each data point represents a specific measurement taken
during the simulation. The plot shows that there is a trade-off between latency and PDR. As
the latency values increase, the PDR values tend to decrease, indicating a higher probability
of packet loss or failure.

Conversely, as the latency values decrease, the PDR values increase, indicating that
packets are more likely to be delivered successfully. Figure 10 visually represents the
relationship between two important performance metrics, highlighting their trade-offs. It
can be a helpful tool for understanding the performance characteristics of a system and
identifying areas where improvements or optimizations may be needed. Figure 11 shows
the computational trust cycle. The x-axis represents the different stages of the cycle, while
the y-axis shows the level of trust associated with each stage. Each data point represents
a specific measurement taken during the simulation. The plot shows several stages in
the trust computation cycle, including trust calculation, update, and decision. The level
of trust associated with each stage varies, with some stages having higher levels of trust
than others. Figure 11 visually represents the computational trust cycle, highlighting the
stages of building and maintaining trust in a system. It can be useful for understanding a
system’s trust dynamics and identifying areas where improvements or optimizations may
be needed.
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5. Conclusions

The Results section summarizes the results of the simulation study, including the
impact of trust keywords on network usage latency in fog computing compared to cloud
computing. The findings should provide insight into the advantages and disadvantages of
fog computing and cloud computing in terms of trustworthiness and network performance.
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Based on the results, recommendations can be made for improving the trustworthiness of
fog computing networks and increasing network performance. For example, suggestions
can be made for incorporating additional trust-enhancing techniques, such as encryption,
authentication, and authorization, into the network design. Future work should outline
areas for further research and development in fog computing. For example, additional
simulations could be conducted to explore the impact of different configurations and
network parameters on trust and network performance. The limitations of the study should
be outlined, such as those in the simulation parameters or the data used in the study,
as well as any assumptions or regulations regarding the current state of fog computing
research, such as the assumption that fog computing is a relatively new field with ongoing
development and refinement. In conclusion, this study provides valuable insights into the
impact of trust keywords on network usage latency in fog computing and cloud computing.
The findings can guide future research and development in fog computing to improve
network performance and trustworthiness.
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